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Pflieger Emma
Imagine me as a designer-pleontologist. 
I decided to start a new study about dinosaurs. 
Disarmed by the quantity of dinosaurs on earth, I question this prehistoric creatures and tell their story. 
Of course, I have nothing of an Indiana Jones or an explorer. Than, I do not search for brand new not yet found dinosaurs, I reinterpret knowledge. 
This year, I’ve been wondering which is the place of the dinosaur in our contemporary landscape  ? I tried to engage a study of the  most publicized animal image on the planet.
I analysed the dinosaur condition under the prism of ; religion, science, popular culture, sculpture, architecture, art and politics. 
Postmodern palaeontology is an exhibition which indicates a new subjective truth about dinosaurs, considering them not as disappeared species anymore but as a politicized objects of our contemporary space.
According to real facts, I will present you three diorama, that combines those facts : an Amusement park, a Gaz station and a University. 

This exibition is a representation of my research work I started for my thesis « Dinosaures de Troie » and pursue for my Master Diploma with the precisous help of Noam Toran, Designer and Jean Sebastien Stayer, scientist to CNRS in Paris.

Proposal 1

Real Facts
↘ Sue is the largest, most extensive 
and best preserved R-REX specimen 
ever found.  It was discovered in the summer of 1990 (nineteen ninety), by Sue, a palaeontologist, and was named after her.  In 1997, After several ownership disputes the fossil have been bought among other individual donors by Walt Disney and Disney Parks and Resorts, Mac Donalds, Ronald Mc Donald’s House Charities. 
Sue is currently on display at the field Chicago Museum.

↘ Today, Alberta’s Province is home to 
the highest concentration of 
Cretaceous fossils in the world, 
which is why Dinosaur Provincial Park has been designated a UNESCO World Heritage Site. To date, dozens of dinosaur species have been unearthed and more than 300 specimens grace museums around the world.
In Canada, in Alberta’s province, the provincial Park Dinosaur contains some of the most important specimens of fossils of the « Dinosaur era » never discovered in the history of earth.

Speculation
With financial support from Mac Donald’s and Walt Disney, the UNESCO begins an new research program on this archeological site which counts more than forty four species. Aware of the value of those bones, both companies join to discover two new species of this late cretaceous.
The Macdosaure and the Disnosaure are from now two new species and mark a new orientation in the palaeontology history.

In order to celebrate these new discoveries, a new amusement park was built in the the city of Alberta by John Lasseter and Steve Easterbook, both current bosses of Walt Disney and Mac Donald’s. 

Proposal 2

Real Facts
↘ The school of the oil peak base her theory on the conventional textbooks of geology. Most of them are written by american and british geologists. They assert that the oil is a fossil fuel, a residue or a biological garbage of the  fossilized rests by dinosaurs meaning that it is not an infinite resource. 

↘ At the Chicago World’s Fair of 1933-1934 and 1954-1965 Sinclair sponsored a dinosaur exhibit meant to point out the putative correlation between the formation of petroleum deposits and the time of dinosaurs. Them oil are called Dino Supreme. 
Since, Sinclair i using the dinosaur as a sign on the road. Suddenly This prehistoric creature appears as a marketing tool.

Speculation
Since a few years, Sinclair worries about the disappearance of the fossil energy resulting from skeletons of dinosaurs. 
To return this non-fossil energy, Sinclair suggests since 2016 to bury the skeletons of dinosaurs  and keep only the retorts.
The dinosaurs bones are kept in tanks which reproduce the sub-ground  climate of several type of environment. Instead of a number, every tank carries the code of the dinosaur dipped back artificially several feet underground.
On the roadside, In those gas stations, the supreme is available in gas distributors, but also on the traditional dinners.
Than, the Dino Supreme is not a fuel anymore  but a real luxury item in which the long-distance truck drivers try to find a new alternative... Flintstones Car.

Proposal 3

Real Facts
↘ In 1997 Sarah Pallin claimed that : «  dinosaurs and humans walked the earth at the same time.  » 
Sarah Palin claim that creationism should be taught with evolution in the public schools : «  Teach both,  »
Obviously she is using The wedge strategy. This is a political and social action plan authored by the Think Tank Discovery Institute. Its goal is to change American culture by shaping public policy to reflect conservative Christian. As Sarah Pallin, they believe that dinosaurs and humain being lived together, and they may hawe still existing.

↘ Lake Tele is a freshwater lake located in the north-east of the Republic of the Congo. 
Several facts prove some current existence of a monster or a dinosaur in those waters : the Mokélé-mbembé. 
(Mokélé-mbembé means « one who stops the flow » of rivers in the Lingala language.)
As the Loch Ness the Mokélé-mbembé and its associated folklore also appear in several works of fiction and popular culture.

Speculation
Leaning on a communications strategy based on education, the creationists open a university around the Tele lake.
As the Loch Ness monster in Ireland, the site is now  the prey of numerous tourists and that makes the academics, university lecturers happy. 
By her initiative, Sara Pallin attracts the cameras and curiosity of the journalists. 
The alive body or the fossil of still not identified Mokélé-mbembé, was priced already by Christies and Sothebys. Representative of both house of sale, are waiting hidden in the rain forest.
A beat is supposed to attract the dinosaurs. Student and hunter are on boat and are exploring the lake.  As the same time, this university is also an auction sale place. 
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